Colorful Columbus
Mark Fohl and the Westbridge Camera Club

Here are some scenes from our city of Columbus. It is indeed a colorful city.

Some of my friends in the Westbridge Camera Club and I would venture out once a week (most weeks) looking for pictures. We went out in almost any weather except for pouring rain. We would start out at a gas station to buy soft drinks, and then we asked the question, where are we going this morning. Most of the time it was somewhere in Columbus. Any part of town, but usually the places with character. The suburbs don’t have character. They are too well planned and too well kept up. Some parts of Columbus have been changing for decades, changing into whatever suited the changers at the time. Only a few of the pictures we took (and none of them here) were pictures of people. Only one of us is easy going enough to talk to people and has the courage to ask if he can take their picture. Some say yes, and some say no, and either is an acceptable answer.

None of us are professional photographers. We all do it just for fun.
All the photos are for sale. They can be purchased as they are hanging here, and after the show. Email me for prices of smaller and larger photos, mounted or unmounted.

Thanks to McAlister Photoworks on Sawmill Blvd. for the great printing.

Mark Fohl
Westbridge Camera Club
m.fohl@att.net

On exhibit on the 1st and 2nd floor galleries.